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ABSTRACT Multi-legged walking robots are suitable platforms for unstructured and rough terrains
because of their immense locomotion capabilities. These are, however, redeemed by more sophisticated
control and energy-demanding motion in comparison to wheeled robots. Particularly, electrically actuated
multi-legged walking robots suffer from the adverse ratio between the robot body weight and payload
capacity. Moreover, the ratio of the locomotion speed and endurance is far from what can be achieved with
wheeled robots. In this paper, we focus on six-legged walking robots with statically-stable gait. Based on the
analysis of existing solutions, we propose a novel construction of the affordable electrically actuated robot
with substantial improvements in its motion capabilities, locomotion speed, reliability, and endurance. The
proposed design is implemented in a Hexapod Ant Robot (HAntR) that is accompanied by the developed
locomotion control approach to improve its rough terrains negotiation capabilities by the active distribution
of the robot weight to the legs in the stance phase. Properties of the robot have been experimentally verified
in extensive deployments, and based on the experimental benchmarking of the built prototype, HAntR is
capable of locomotion for over an hour with the payload of 85% of its weight, and its maximum crawled
distance per one second is 87% of its nominal length. HAntR represents significant improvements not only
regarding the robots with identical actuators but also in comparison to other existing platforms. Therefore,
we consider the robot HAntR represents a step further towards a wide range of future applications and
deployments of six-legged walking robots.

INDEX TERMS Multi-Legged Robot, Locomotion Control, Rough Terrains, Robot Design

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-LEGGED robots are known to outperform
wheeled and tracked platforms in rough terrains oper-

ations [1]. Specifically, six-legged (hexapod) walking robots
can be characterized by their fault-tolerance for walking on
unstructured terrain [2] that can be experienced in various
missions such as exploration [3], mine detection in wild [4],
or even data collection missions in extreme environments [5].
However, it all comes at the cost of relatively complex
mechanical construction and locomotion control. On top of
that, multi-legged robots and specifically electrically actuated
platforms suffer from high energy consumption, which is also
required for the stance phase, due to the walker’s inherent
need for actively supported limbs. Therefore, three main

research streams can be identified in the literature to improve
the properties of the multi-legged robots by novel actuators,
robot morphology, and locomotion control strategies [6]. For
example, the quadruped robot ANYmal utilizes series elastic
actuators [7], while the MIT Cheetah 3 [8] uses direct drive
actuators and it has the lowest reported Cost of Transport
(CoT) of 0.45 for trotting. Similarly, for six-legged robots,
various actuators and leg mechanisms have been proposed,
such as those within the RHex project [9] or more recent
amphibious robotic platforms, e.g., X-RHex [10]. In this
paper, we are, however, focused on statically stable six-
legged robots [11] with the traditional leg design based on
electrically actuated joints because of our interest in capa-
bilities to negotiate individual footsteps under challenging
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conditions.
The power consumption of multi-legged robots can be

decreased by the specific robot morphology [12] and leg
design [13], [14], but also by locomotion control [4], gait
parametrization [15], and foot contact force optimization
with further explicit planning the robot trajectory together
with the suitable footholds as presented by Belter et al [16].
Regarding the shape of the robot and leg configuration,
legs distributed axi-symmetrically around the body with a
hexagonal or circular shape, such as robots LEMUR [5]
and Crabot [17], in general, better support weight distribu-
tion than side-symmetrical robots of rectangular shape [18].
However, rectangular-shaped robots, which are inspired by
insects with six legs, can exhibit relatively fast forward
locomotion at the cost of decreased flexibility in turning side-
ways [19]. Therefore, specific energy-efficient locomotion
gaits are studied not only for walking [20], [21] but also for
turning motion [22].

One of the main issues of the existing electrically-actuated
six-legged walking platforms is the adverse ratio between the
robot weight and payload capacity that is also related to the
relatively short endurance on battery and slower locomotion
in comparison to the wheeled robots during the operation
on flat terrains. The issues are closely related to the robot
morphology, leg design, and mechanical construction of the
robot. In this sense, we analyzed the main influencing factors
of the existing solutions, including our experience with hexa-
pod walking robots [23], and we propose a novel robot de-
sign to improve the aforementioned characteristics of multi-
legged walking robots. In particular, we aimed to address
motion capabilities, locomotion speed, payload capacity, and
robot endurance by considering possible approaches with
their pros and cons.

Although the characteristics are mutually dependent, and
all of them are related to the energy demands, motion capa-
bilities in rough and unstructured environments are promi-
nent properties of multi-legged robots. Ruggedized construc-
tion and simplified morphology [9] increase the robustness of
the robot, which may improve the rough terrain locomotion
capabilities up to some extent, but sacrifice the negotiation
of individual footsteps in challenging terrains. Contrarily,
more degrees of freedom (DoF) in robot morphology im-
prove maneuverability by allowing the robot to distribute its
weight [24], [25]. On the other hand, additional actuators
usually result in increased power demands, also cased by
increased weight.

Locomotion speed is a crucial property specifically for
operation in large-scale environments. In general, it is mostly
influenced by the achievable leg swing length given by the
robot morphology, the dynamics of the leg, and the locomo-
tion control approach. Here, we need to take into account that
the increased swing length implies higher torques in joints
that further influence the power consumption and payload
capacity of the robot.

Payload capacity is essential to ensure sufficient capacity
for computational, sensory, and communication equipment

FIGURE 1. The prototype of the HAntR during the deployment in the cave
environment.

needed for achieving the desired level of robot autonomy.
Although massive robots with payload in hundreds of kilo-
grams have been developed [11] such as ATHLETE with
the reported capacity of 450 kg [26], we focus our research
on small hexapod walking robots with dimensions in tens
of centimeters and weight of units of kilograms similar to
Crabot [17], Messor II [27], Weaver [25] to name few here.
Especially for small robots, the influence of the payload to
joint torques, weight distribution, and thus power consump-
tion and endurance, is still one of the fundamental questions
of the suitable robot design.

Finally, the robot endurance is also the property of our
interest that depends on the battery capacity to cover the
power consumption of the robot. There is a trade-off between
the available capacity and weight of the battery, but from the
mission point of view, the endurance is also related to the
speed of the robot. Even relatively slow robots can achieve
long travel distances with sufficient endurance as it was
reported more than 25 years ago for the robot Ambler [28]
with the locomotion speed 0.4m per one minute but with the
endurance over 21 hours. In our design choices, we aim to
increase the endurance of the robot. At the same time, we
also aim to increase (or at least preserve) the robot motion
capabilities, payload, and locomotion speed in comparison to
existing solutions.

Based on the made qualitative and quantitative analysis,
we propose a novel mechanical and control design of the
six-legged walking robot to address the aforementioned char-
acteristics. In particular, the proposed mechanical design
comprises a densely packed symmetric body that hosts the
control electronics and six legs, each with four actuated
joints. The introduced four DoF per leg directly improves the
motion capabilities and allows for improved balance control
of the robot, which positively influences the mass distribution
between individual legs during the locomotion on sloped
surfaces or contour lines. The achieved mass distribution, in
turn, lowers the joint torques and improves the endurance
of the robot. Furthermore, a complete locomotion control
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scheme, built on the previous work [23], allows the robot
to negotiate rough terrain blindly while maintaining smooth
body motion.

Following the made design choices, a prototype of the
robot named Hexapod Ant Robot (HAntR) has been built
(see Fig. 1) to experimentally verify the proposed design
and report on benchmark evaluation of the robot capabilities
accompanied with the developed locomotion control strategy.
Both the comparison with the existing platforms and ex-
perimental evaluation support the developed prototype robot
improves characteristics of the small electrically-actuated
hexapod walking robots. The HAntR is capable of locomo-
tion over an hour with the payload of 85% of its weight, and
its maximum crawled distance per second is about 87% of
its nominal length.

The paper is organized as follows. An overview of the most
related existing six-legged robotic platforms with their main
characteristics is listed in the following section together with
a brief discussion and comparison of the developed proto-
type robot with the most similar six-legged walking robots.
Section III details the proposed mechanical construction
considerations involved in the design of the novel hexapod
robot. The proposed locomotion control strategy is presented
in Section IV. Results on the real experimental deployments
and benchmarking the built prototype robot are reported in
Section V. Concluding remarks are dedicated to Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
Among existing multi-legged platforms, six-legged robots
have an exclusive status as six legs is the smallest number
of legs to offer two-stride statically stable gait. The presented
research results are motivated by the deployment of relatively
small platforms (about tens of centimeters in diameter) in
robotic information gathering missions, where robots are re-
quested to autonomously collect measurements in rough and
unstructured terrains, which impose requirements on robotic
platforms. In particular, the payload and power capabilities
of the robot have to support sufficient computational power
to enable computationally intensive processes of autonomous
exploration [29], [30], while maintaining locomotion speed
of the platform for an extended period, i.e., to explore up to
hundreds of meters large environments.

The existing research and commercially available hexapod
walking robots range from miniature, cockroach-like robots
with piezo actuators [31], up to heavy duty robots [32]
including large marine platforms for underwater inspec-
tion [33]. In the following summary of the literature review
with a comparison to the proposed HAntR platform, we
present only platforms reported for being used or being
considered for autonomous exploration. Besides, we do not
aim to provide an exhaustive review of all existing designs
of six-legged walking robots. Instead, we focus on relatively
new small platforms with electric actuators.

Many of the developed rectangular-shaped hexapod walk-
ing robots are inspired by natural archetypes such as ants,
cockroaches [31], or beetles [34] that use three DoF per

leg. These include research platforms like Messor II [27],
DLR-Crawler [35], Corin [36], Alpha [34], MORF [37], and
Snake Monster [38], but also commercial platforms Phan-
tomX AX [39], MX Phoenix [40], and Daisy [41]. All these
platforms are only able to control the position of the leg
foot-tip, while the disaster response robot LAURON V [42],
extraterrestrial Crater Explorer (CREX) [3], and recently
introduced Crabot [17] rely on the 4-DoF leg design. Finally,
the most complex robot is Weaver [25] with 5-DoF legs. It
has been shown that the fourth and fifth DoF leg kinematic
chains improve the maneuverability of the robot [24], [25]
and supports manipulation tasks [3], [42] at the cost of more
complicated mechanical design, and subsequently increased
mass and power consumption of the robot.

On the other hand, high terrain mobility can be achieved
even with a single DoF per leg as it is demonstrated by robots
from the RHex family [9], [43]. However, the RHex robot
cannot rely on precise locomotion control, as it is not capa-
ble of negotiating individual footsteps [44] or optimize its
posture [36], which is essential in heavily cluttered terrains.

Therefore, for the HAntR, we followed the research
streams with increased DoF and opted for the 4-DoF leg
design as a suitable trade-off between the 3-DoF design that
has lower motion capabilities and 5-DoF leg used with the
Weaver robot [45]. Although 5-DoF leg design [45] allows
for precise control of the leg endpoint contact angle, there is
still sheer force exerted during the stance phase as the body of
the robot moves forward. Besides, the fifth actuator presents
an additional payload, increased power consumption, and,
most importantly, it also influences the leg dynamics.

Robot morphology needs to be supported by appropriate
locomotion control to exploit the maneuverability of the
robot in hexapedal locomotion in challenging terrains. As one
of the research streams, biologically inspired neural networks
including CPGs [47], [48] are widely used for control of
multi-legged robots like Alpha [34] or MORPH [37] which
has been designed specifically as a modular testbed for
locomotion control strategies. On the other hand, the robot
motion can be governed by deliberative control strategies
including blind locomotion control [23] or precise foothold
planning based on exteroceptive sensing [44]. Nevertheless,
the tactile sensing is required as a part of the control approach
for successful foothold adaptation in challenging terrains.

Among a wide range of control approaches, foothold adap-
tation based on online force estimation using direct measure-
ments of the joint forces by dedicated sensors [42], [49]–[51],
or based on the estimation of joint torques using servomotors
current readings [45], [52] are utilized in existing solutions.
However, in our design choices, we have been limited to the
usage of the Dynamixel AX-12A servomotors that do not
directly provide the information about the motor current, and
thus the joint torque. In such a case, foot-contact detection
methods can be employed using tactile sensors [27], or
pressure sensors [53] at the leg foot-tips. However, these
methods require wired connection per each leg in addition
to the control bus of the servomotors, which is more prone to
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TABLE 1. Comparison of hexapod platforms

Platform DoF†
Size‡

Mass
Battery Energy Operation Maximum

LxWxH cap. density time� speed�

[m] [kg] [Wh] [Whkg−1] [h] [ms−1]

X-RHex [43] 6 0.6× 0.3× 0.1 9.5 288.0 30.3 3.0 1.54
AmphiHex-II [10] 6 0.5× 0.3× 0.1 14.0 576.0 41.2 - -
PhantomX AX [39] 18 0.5× 0.5× 0.2 2.6 48.0 18.5 2.0 0.29
Messor II [27] 18 0.5× 0.5× 0.2 2.6 cable - - -
DLR Crawler [35] 18 0.5× 0.5× 0.2 3.5 cable - - 0.20
MORF [46] 18 0.4× 0.6× 0.3 4.2 128.7 30.6 1.5 0.70
Corin [36] 18 0.5× 0.6× 0.2 4.6 cable - - 0.10
Snake Monster [38] 18 0.7× 0.7× 0.3 4.6 cable - - -
MX Phoenix [40] 18 0.8× 0.8× 0.3 4.8 74.0 15.4 - >0.50
Daisy [41] 18 1.1× 1.1× 0.4 21.0 98.0 4.7 >2.0 0.13
HAntR (Proposed) 24 0.5× 0.5× 0.3 2.9 66.6 23.0 >1.0 0.43
Crabot [17] 24 0.7× 0.7× 0.3 3.2 28.7 9.0 0.2 0.05
Lauron V [42] 24 0.9× 0.8× 0.7 42.0 355.2 8.5 >2.0 -
CREX [3] 26 0.8× 1.0× 0.2 23.0 177.6 7.7 1.3 0.17
Weaver [25] 30 0.6× 0.6× 0.3 7.0 118.4 16.9 ∼1.0 0.16

† Number of controllable DoF.
‡ Outline of the robot when standing in the default configuration.
� Listed values (if known) are reported in the respective cited publications.

damage and failure during rough terrain locomotion. Besides,
they allow tactile sensing only at the leg foot-tip whereas
the contact can occur anywhere along the leg morphology.
Hence, a minimalistic approach for foot-contact events de-
tection has been adapted based on the approach [23] with
the same servomotors. The method utilizes only the position
feedback of the Dynamixel AX-12A servomotors to monitor
the virtual elasticity in the joints. Hence, we employed the
method for HAntR foothold adaptation as it requires no
additional sensors for terrain negotiation that can be thus
achieved only by the affordable servomotors themselves.

Although the proposed robot design with 4-DoF legs uti-
lizes the same servomotors as the PhantomX AX robot [39]
with 3-DoF per leg, it is only about 0.3 kg heavier despite
having six additional actuators. Here, it is worthy of noting
that Crabot [17] is the most similar to our design, but the
trunk of the Crabot is less compact, and the leg morphology is
of the PhantomX AX robot with a single prepended servo in
the kinematic chain. The design choice of Crabot thus makes
the kinematic chain of the leg twice as long, and thus the
robot operates in a wide straddle (as opposed to our proposed
solution) which results in Dynamixel AX-12A servomotors
failing to support the robot own mass. Therefore, the authors
of the Crabot platform had to use stronger Dynamixel AX-
18A servomotors [17], while our design works with the less
powerful AX-12A series.

Based on the review of the existing six-legged walking
robots, we collect their main characteristics and list them in
Table 1 ordered according to the DoF of the platform legs
and robot mass. In the comparison to existing platforms,
the proposed HAntR is one of the smallest because of the
packed design of the robot trunk. Besides, it is also light,
which is most likely because of the 3D-printed mechanical

parts. Finally, HAntR has one of the highest energy densi-
ties and locomotion speeds among the listed platforms. The
particular design choices are detailed in the next section that
is followed by a description of the employed locomotion
control strategies in Section IV. The experimentally verified
achieved characteristics are reported in Section V.

III. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The design of the HAntR is inspired by the existing solutions
and also based on the five years of experience with the
PhantomX AX robot [39] to enhance its kinematic capabil-
ities and improve its operational characteristics, especially
the locomotion speed and endurance. In this section, we
share the ideas behind mechanical design choices and the
proposed solution. Besides, to make the paper self-contained,
the formulation of the forward kinematics task (FKT) and
inverse kinematics task (IKT) is in Section III-B and Sec-
tion III-C, respectively. The presented formulation of the
IKT in the global reference frame significantly simplifies the
locomotion control approach presented in Section IV.

A. DESIGN CHOICES AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
The robot body and legs have been designed with the focus
on the overall weight reduction and improved kinematic
capabilities in comparison to the PhantomX AX robot [39],
and the resulting design is visualized in Fig. 2a. The leg
design follows the bio-inspired nomenclature for joints that
are named coxa, trochanter, femur, and tibia according to
their placement with respect to the body and previous links
as it is visualized in Fig. 2c.

Multiple configurations have been considered for the de-
sign of the fourth DoF of the leg. We have rejected the
yaw-roll-pitch-pitch configuration employed in the design of
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(a) Robot render. (b) Body render.

cox
a

trochanter

femur

tibia

(c) Leg structure.

FIGURE 2. (a) Render of the HAntR. Custom-designed parts that have been 3D-printed are colored in blue. (b) Dismantled view of the robot body with visualization
of the battery pack. (c) 4-DoF leg design with distinguished kinematic links (black-torso, red-coxa, green-trochanter, blue-femur, yellow-tibia).

Weaver [25] because the trochanter joint needs an extended
body area for its operation. Such a solution would not leave
enough space in the body for batteries and electronics, and
the body would be unnecessarily high, which negatively
influences the body inertia and the vertical position of the
center of mass. We have also considered the yaw-pitch-roll-
pitch configuration as it is employed with the four-legged
Pleurobot [54]. However, such a configuration puts a con-
siderable load on the femur servomotor, and it negatively
influences the leg dynamics by putting heavy servomotors
further from the body. Therefore, we have selected the roll-
yaw-pitch-pitch configuration as it is employed with Lau-
ron V [42] and Crabot [17], but we have reconsidered the
servomotors placement to reduce the overall size of the robot,
enhance the leg dynamics, and simplify the kinematics tasks.
In particular, the coxa servomotors are placed in a symmetric
hexagonal pattern as close as possible to each other, see the
visualization in Fig. 2b.

We have decided on the symmetrical body of the robot,
designed with six axes of planar symmetry, to support weight
distribution. Thus, identical kinematics, statics, and dynam-
ics are applied on all the legs, which further simplifies the
control strategy. Besides, the free area between the coxa
servomotors also leaves space for electronics and batteries.
In our case, we primarily target to use the area for six 18650-
type Lithium-Ion batteries (see Fig. 2b) in the 3S-2P con-
figuration. The assembled battery pack has 11.1V nominal
voltage, 30A discharge current, and 6Ah capacity, while
weighting only 288 g. The battery pack fits perfectly the area
between the servos, which improves the mass distribution of
the robot that is concentrated towards the vertical axis of the
symmetry, and reduces the inertia of the robot body. Notice,
the outer area between the servomotors can fit additional six
18650-type batteries, which can further extend the overall
battery capacity to 12Ah, and thus prolong the operation
time of the robot beyond two hours. The free space above
and between the servos may be used to fit a custom electronic

control board and sensors.
The other servomotors are placed such that the coxa and

trochanter have intersecting rotation axes. Further, the femur
and tibia servomotors are placed to maintain a compact
design that has been shown to reduce the overall inertia of
the robot leg [55]. Such a design choice lowers the stress
put on the individual servomotors, leaving the distant parts
like femur and tibia lightweight. For the same reason, the
tibia link is crafted from the carbon tube with thin foot-tips
that besides the leg inertia, also reduces the possibility of
inadvertent collisions of the leg with the environment. In the
proposed leg design, only two cables are passing the joints
that improve the reliability of the design by reducing the
chance of wear, entangling, or adverse cutting of the cables.

Regarding the connection of the servomotors, the pro-
totype of the robot has been built using the Dynamixel
AX-12A servomotors connected using a single daisy chain,
with individual wire chain connecting each leg from the
central hub. The robot torso and leg parts are 3D printed
using Polylactic acid (PLA) material. Only the tibia part is
attached to the servomotor using the off-the-shelf Bioloid
frame for the Dynamixel AX-12A. The render of the robot
CAD model is visualized in Fig. 2a, and the fully assembled
robot is shown in Fig 1.

B. FORWARD KINEMATICS

The kinematic model of the HAntR is based on De-
navit–Hartenberg (DH) convention. Five Cartesian coordi-
nate systems cover the path from the body coordinate frame
to the foot with four of them relative to the leg, as it is
depicted in Fig. 3. Further, we introduce the global refer-
ence frame and express all the FKT and IKT results in this
frame, which significantly simplifies the formulation of the
locomotion control approach presented in Section IV. Notice
that the global reference frame has its z-axis oriented in the
negative direction of the normalized vector of gravitational
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FIGURE 3. Structure of the HAntR leg.

acceleration gg. The FKT is as follows.
Let gp be the foot-tip position of the leg in the global

coordinate system and 4p be the foot-tip position in the foot-
tip coordinate system. Then, the mapping between the global
coordinate system and the foot-tip coordinate system is given
by the kinematic chain

�
gp
1

�
= Tg Tl M0

1 M
1
2 M

2
3 M

3
4

�
4p
1

�
, (1)

where Tg is the rigid body transformation representing the
position and orientation of the robot body in the global
reference frame, Tl is the rigid body transformation between
the body coordinate frame and the coxa coordinate frame
of the l-th leg, and Mi

i+1 is the DH transformation matrix
between adjacent leg coordinate systems given as

Mi−1
i =




cψi
−sψi

cαi
sψi

sαi
ai cψi

sψi
cψi

cαi
−cψi

sαi
ai sψi

0 sαi cαi di
0 0 0 1


 , (2)

ψi = θi + θoff
i ,

where cψi
and sψi

denote cos(ψi) and sin(ψi), respectively,
and α, a, θ, θoff, d are the DH parameters with the particular
values listed in Table 2.

Since the robot body is symmetric, the Tl transfor-
mation depends only on the mount angle of the l-th
leg βl ∈ {0, π

3 ,
2π
3 ,π, 4π

3 , 5π
3 }, the radius of the body

lr = 102mm, and the vertical offset of the body center

TABLE 2. Values of the Denavit–Hartenberg Parameters

Link i
αi ai di θoff

i θi
[rad] [mm] [mm] [rad] [rad]

Coxa 1 π/2 0 0 0 θl1
Trochanter 2 -π/2 25.4 -18.5 π/2 θl3
Femur 3 0 81.6 0 -0.52 θl3
Tibia 4 0 205.5 0 -1.06 θl4

lz = 38.5mm according to

Tl =




−sβl 0 cβl lrcβl

cβl 0 sβl lrsβl

0 1 0 lz
0 0 0 1


 . (3)

C. INVERSE KINEMATICS
The IKT is to find the configuration of the joint angles
θl = {θl1, θl2, θl3, θl4} given the desired foot-tip coordi-
nates gp = [gp1,

gp2,
gp3]

T in the global reference frame,
which solution is underdetermined because of the 4-DoF
per leg. Although it is possible to reformulate the IKT by
fixing the coxa joint angle θl1 or trochanter joint angle θl2
as in [42], instead we utilize the ideal foot-tip orientation
vector go = [go1,

go2,
go3]

T similarly to [25]. It imposes a
constraint on the inverse kinematics solution such that the
joint angles are calculated in the way to reach the given
foot-tip coordinate gp while minimizing the spatial angle
between the tibia coordinate frame x-axis and the ideal foot-
tip orientation vector go as it is visualized in Fig. 4.

Then, the solution of the IKT can be decomposed into
finding the joint angles θl1, θ

l
2 that align the plane given by

the leg base coordinate frame origin gOl
0, desired foot-tip

coordinate gp, and the ideal orientation vector go with the
plane given by the femur and tibia links. Subsequently, we
can find the planar solution for the joint angles θl3, θ

l
4. The

detailed description of the solution follows.
First, gp and go are transformed into the leg-base coor-

dinate frame using the inverse of the transformation TgTl.
go is the orientation vector, and therefore, we transform only
its rotation w.r.t. the coxa coordinate frame.

�
0p
1

�
=

�
TgTl

�−1
�

gp
1

�
, (4)

0o =



1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0


�

TgTl
�−1




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0




go. (5)

Next, we denote the plane given by 0p and 0o as ρFT and
calculate the normal vector 0nρ =

�
0nρx

, 0nρy
, 0nρz

�
to the

plane as the cross product

0nρ = 0o× 0p. (6)

There is a singular solution if �nρ� = 0. In such a case, the
joint angles are set as θl1 = θl2 = 0. Otherwise, the joint
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FIGURE 4. Visualization of possible solutions of the inverse kinematics task
and the selected solution that minimizes the spatial angle between the tibia
x-axis and the ideal foot-tip orientation vector go. A visualization of the
femur-tibia plane with the construction of its normal vector 0nρ is on the left
and the same situation with respect to the global reference frame is on the
right.

angles θl1, θ
l
2 are given as the angles to align the plane ρFT

and the plane ρC given as the yz-plane of the coxa coordinate
system as it is shown in Fig. 4. The solution for the coxa joint
angle θl1 and trochanter joint angle θl2 can be expressed as

θl1 = arctan

� 0nρy

0nρx

�
, (7)

θl2 = arcsin
�
0nρz

�
. (8)

Equations (7) and (8) represent the primary solution for
the coxa and trochanter joints for configurations with the
ideal orientation component goz negative, thus, suitable for
regular locomotion. Besides, there is an alternative solution
θ̂l1 = θl1 + π, θ̂l2 = −θl2 that we discard at this point, but can
be considered, e.g., for object manipulation tasks.

After that, we can calculate 2p foot-tip position with
respect to the femur joint using

�
2p
1

�
= Al−1

�
gp
1

�
, (9)

where Al is the transformation matrix between the global
coordinate frame and the femur coordinate frame calculated
as the partial forward kinematics

Al = TgTlM0
1M

1
2. (10)

The respective femur angle θl3 and tibia angle θl4 are then
given according to the cosine law and the angle above the
horizon

θl3 = arccos

�
a23 − a24 +

��2p
��2

2a3 �2p�

�
− arctan

�
2p2
2p1

�
− θoff

3 ,

(11)

θl4 = −π + arccos

�
a23 + a24 −

��2p
��2

2a3a4

�
− θoff

4 . (12)

Note that a solution with the angle value above the horizon is
used as the default solution, while a complementary solution
with the angle below the horizon [56] exists, which further
extends the kinematic capabilities of the robot. The detailed
analysis of the leg workspace is presented in Section V-A.
Here, it is further worth noting that by setting Tg = I in
both the FKT and IKT, a traditional formulation for kine-
matics with four degrees of freedom is obtained. However,
by introducing the global reference frame, we simplify the
formulation of the control strategy design that is detailed in
the following section.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN
The proposed morphology with the roll-yaw-pitch-pitch con-
figuration of the leg extends the robot motion capabilities
in comparison to the previous PhantomX AX robot. There-
fore, a novel controller has been developed to exploit the
robot capabilities and improve the overall performance of
HAntR. The control architecture of HAntR and the robot
terrain-sensing abilities are based on the adaptive locomo-
tion approach [23]. Unlike [23], which divides the robot
locomotion into the individual motion of the legs to new
footholds followed by the body motion, we have modified
the locomotion control to allow continuous body motion by
exploiting the formulation of the FKT and IKT using the
global reference frame. Further, an inclination controller is
developed to exploit the leg’s fourth degree of freedom and
improve the robot locomotion capabilities when walking on
steep inclines, contour lines, and in rough terrains.

During the locomotion, each leg alternates between the
stance phase, when it is supporting the body, and the swing
phase, when it is reaching a new foothold. The order in which
legs alternate between the stance and swing phases is defined
by the fixed-sequence locomotion gait that can be described
as a sequence G of the sets of concurrently swinging leg.
Hence, G is given as G = {Gi | i ∈ {1, · · · , ngp}}, where Gi

is the set of leg IDs used within a single gait phase i and
ngp is the overall number of gait phases. The utilized loco-
motion gaits are: the tripod gait G = {{1, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 6}};
tetrapod gait G = {{1, 5}, {2, 4}, {3, 6}}; and pentapod
gait G = {{1}, {6}, {2}, {5}, {3}, {4}} with the particular
number of the gait phases ngp = 2, ngp = 3, and ngp = 6,
respectively. Besides, the formulation of the controller can be
easily modified to support free-sequence gaits or kinematic-
margin based approaches [57] for selection of swinging legs,
which is, however, out of the scope of this paper.

The robot locomotion is controlled in the complete gait
cycles with ngp individual phases and the desired gait cycle
execution time tg. During each gait cycle, all the legs trans-
fer from their original configurations to new configurations
within the time tg, while the body pose is continuously
optimized to cope with the terrain irregularities and current
terrain inclination. The internal control loop is synchronized
with the hardware control period of Tcon = 25ms that is
given by the achievable communication speed of the em-
ployed servomotors [58]. The control period Tcon is deter-
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TABLE 3. Used Symbols

Symbol Description

Gait-related symbols
G Fixed-sequence gait prescribed as a sequence

of sets of concurrently swinging leg IDs
G = {Gi | i ∈ {1, · · · , ngp}}.

Gi Set of the leg IDs in the gait phase i.
ngp Number of gait phases ngp = �G�.
Gswing Set of the currently swinging leg IDs Gswing ⊆ Gi.

Timing-related symbols
tg Desired gait cycle execution time, i.e., the desired time for

transferring all legs from the current footholds to the new
desired footholds.

Tcon Control-cycle period.

Control inputs symbols
vx Control command: forward speed [ms−1].
vy Control command: sideways speed [ms−1].
ωz Control command: angular speed [rad s−1].
gg Normalized gravitational vector in the global coordinate

frame.
Kinematics-related symbols
l Leg ID l ∈ {1 · · · 6}
Tg Body pose represented as rigid transformation matrix in

the global coordinate frame.
Pdef Set of the default footholds in the global coordinate frame

Pdef = {gpl
def | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}}.

Pcurr Set of the current footholds in the global coordinate frame
Pcurr = {gpl

curr | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}}.
Pnew Set of new desired footholds in the global coordinate frame

Pnew = {gpl
new | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}}.

P Set of immediate foot-tip poses in the global coordinate
frame P = {gpl | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}}.

θl
des The desired joint angles of the leg l.

θl
real The sampled joint angles of the leg l.

mined in accordance with the foot-contact detection mecha-
nism that requires writing a new desired position and reading
the current position of all the servos within the control period.
The whole control algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1
and schematically visualized in Fig. 5. For better orientation
in Algorithm 1, Fig. 5, and the following detailed description
of the control strategy, a list of used symbols with description
is provided in Table 3. A detailed description of the control
strategy follows.

First, the current pose Pcurr = {gpl
curr | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}} of

the legs is sampled by reading out all the robot joint angle
positions θreal and calculating the pose using the forward
kinematics.1

A new set of desired foothold coordinates Pnew =
{gpl

new | l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}} given in the global reference frame
are calculated based on the current body pose and the default
set of the robot footholds that are parameterized by the
default leg span ddef = 240mm and the default body ground
clearance hdef = 100mm, the high-level steering command
(vx, vy,ωz) of the forward speed, sideways speed, and the
angular speed, respectively, and also according to the desired

1Notice that during the continuous locomotion, θreal joint angle values
from the previous gait cycle are used instead of fetching new values as the
joint angle readout is the most time-consuming operation that takes 24 ms.

Algorithm 1: Gait cycle execution
Input: G – the fixed-sequence gait prescribed as a

sequence of sets of concurrently swinging leg
IDs

Input: ngp – the number of gait phases
Input: tg – gait cycle execution time
Input: vx, vy,ωz – gait cycle parametrization
θreal ← ReadAllServoPositions()
Pcurr ← CalcCurrentFootholds(θreal)
Pnew ← CalcNewFootholds(vx, vy,ωz)
nsp ← tg/(ngp Tcon) // no. of leg swing

poses

for each gait phase i ∈ {1, . . . , ngp} do
Gswing ← Gi // select swinging legs

k ← 0 // reset execution counter

while not Gswing empty do // control loop

for each leg l ∈ {1, . . . , 6} do
if l ∈ Gswing then

gpl ←
CalcNextPose(gpl

curr,
gpl

new, nsp, k)
// next swing pose

else
gpl ← gpl // hold pose

gg ← SampleIMU()
Tg ← CalcBodyPose(gp, gg)
go ← gg
for each leg l ∈ {1, . . . , 6} do

θl
des ← CalcLegIKT(l,Tg, gpl, go)

SetAllServoPositions(θdes)
θreal ← ReadAllServoPositions()

for each leg l ∈ Gswing do
if TactileSensing(θl

des,θ
l
real) = 1

then
Gswing ← Gswing \ l // stop the

l-th leg

k ← k + 1

gait cycle execution time tg for each leg l ∈ {1, · · · , 6}. The
new desired footholds coordinates can be expressed as

�
gpl

new
1

�
=




cωztg −sωztg 0 vxtg
sωztg cωztg 0 vytg
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



�

gpl
def
1

�
, (13)

where gpl
def =

�
ddef sβl , ddef cβl ,−hdef

�T
is the leg default

foothold.
Once new footholds are determined, the legs swing from

their current poses to new foothold poses according to the
prescribed gait. The main control loop consists of phases
of deciding the immediate foot-tip pose gpl of each leg
in the global reference frame followed by the optimization
of the body pose Tg using the sampled vector of gravity
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FIGURE 5. Overview of the proposed control architecture for the HAntR.

gg. Then, the joint angles θl
des for each leg are calculated

using the inverse kinematics, and position controllers of the
servomotors are set accordingly.

Finally, the current pose of the legs is sampled by reading
out all the robot joint angle positions θreal that is compared
to the desired joint angles θl

des for detection of foot-contact
events according to the scheme presented in [23] and further
detailed in Section IV-A. The execution of the gait cycle ends
when all the legs have swung, and they have ground contact.

The immediate foot-tip poses gpl are selected either to
hold the current pose in the global reference frame, when
the respective leg is in the stance phase, or as one of
the intermittent points on the path between the leg current
foothold gpl

curr and the new desired foothold gpl
new. The

leg is supposed to reach the new foothold within the time
tsp = tg/ngp. Hence, given the control cycle period Tcon there
are nsp = tg n−1

gp T−1
con individual poses on the path between

gpl
curr and gpl

new. We have selected the positive amplitude
of the sine wave as the desired leg path for its smooth
profile, although more elaborated swing path can be designed
considering the leg dynamics and terrain characteristics, e.g.,
as in [25], [52], [59]; however, such a trajectory optimization
requires exteroceptive sensing and is out of the scope of the
presented design of the HAntR. Hence, the immediate foot-
tip pose gpl at the control cycle k is computed as

gpl = gpl
curr +

k

npath


Δpl +




0
0

hst sin

�
k

π

npath

�





 ,

(14)

Δpl = gpl
new − gpl

curr, (15)

where hst is the pre-defined height of the leg step. The leg
foot-tip path is prescribed in the global reference frame, and
thus the body-pose can be altered without affecting the leg
transition in the global reference frame.

The body pose optimization is to provide the robot body
with a smooth motion and distribute its weight evenly among
the individual legs and thus reduces the joint torques. The
body pose is prescribed by the rigid body transformation Tg

that consists of the translational part Tg
tran and rotational part

Tg
rot. Using the formulation of kinematics and controller in

the global reference frame, the computation of the transla-
tional part reduces into the calculation of the centroid of
the leg foot-tips followed by the projection of the center of
mass in the opposite direction to the normalized gravitational
vector gg as

Tg
tran =

1

6

6�

l=1

gpl − hdef

gg

�gg� . (16)

The rotational part is then assigned as the rotation around the
z-axis by the mean angle between the legs default poses gpdef
and the current poses gp

ϕ =
1

6

6�

l=1

atan

���gpl
def ×

�
gpl −Tg

tran
���

gpl
def ·

�
gpl −Tg

tran
�

�
, (17)

Tg
rot =



cϕ −sϕ 0
sϕ cϕ 0
0 0 1


 . (18)

The body-pose always follows the legs such that the mass
is distributed evenly among them during the stance phase.
The straight-forward selection of the ideal foot-tip orientation
vector in the direction of the normalized gravitational vector
go = gg is suggested in [25], [42] and it ensures balanced
distribution of the weight between individual legs. Based on
the set of the current poses gp, the ideal orientation vector
go, and the body-pose Tg, the joint angles θdes for all legs
are calculated using the inverse kinematics as it is described
in Section III-C.

The body-pose always follows the legs such that the mass
is distributed evenly among them during the stance phase,
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and the body movement has a smooth velocity profile without
abrupt accelerations and decelerations. The body velocity
profile is presented in Section V-C and compared to the
original adaptive locomotion approach with the discretized
body motion [23].

A. FOOT-CONTACT DETECTION
The ability to sense the contact between the robot foot and the
ground and obstacles is essential for all legged robots to react
to terrain irregularities and to overcome rough terrains. For
the terrain sensing, we follow the approach described in [23]
that utilizes only the position feedback of the servomotors for
foot-contact sensing. In particular, the approach is based on
a comparison of the currently set joint positions θdes and the
actual real-world joint positions θreal with the error threshold
ethld calculated using the inverse dynamics model of the leg.
The approach [23] formulates the inverse dynamics task and
estimation of ethld for two degrees of freedom only in case
the leg follows a rectangular trajectory with fixed coxa joint
during the swing-down phase. Based on the experimental
evaluation, we experienced that for HAntR, a fixed thresh-
old value is sufficient for terrain sensing because of the
lightweight femur and tibia parts of the leg that positively
influences the leg inertia. Hence, the foot-contact sensing is
realized as a simple comparison

�θides − θireal� < eithld, (19)

for the experimentally found threshold values of e1thld =
e2thld = 0.05 rad and e3thld = e4thld = 0.09 rad for the coxa
(i = 1), trochanter (i = 2), femur (i = 3), and tibia (i = 4)
joints, respectively.

Although a further extension of the dynamic model used
in [23] is possible also for the herein presented 4-DoF leg de-
sign, we dedicate it for future work, as HAntR demonstrated
significantly improved locomotion capabilities and sufficient
reliability in comparison to the previous platform utilized
in [23]. Besides, the presented control approach improves
the robot weight distribution between individual legs, which
is especially beneficial during locomotion in sloped terrains.
Further, the adaptive terrain sensing does not require any
additional sensors for the robot to overcome rough terrains.
Besides, the representation of the kinematics tasks in the
global reference frame greatly simplifies the formulation of
the control approach, which, in turn, is easily extendable
to full deliberative control that requires exteroceptive sens-
ing [44], [60]. The performance of the presented locomotion
controller in the real-world deployment of the built prototype
of HAntR is reported in the next section.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The proposed design and locomotion control strategy have
been verified with the prototype HAntR in a series of de-
ployments to evaluate its characteristics. First, we present an
analysis of the leg workspace to show the enhanced kinematic
capabilities of the proposed leg design with a compact body.
Then, results on the real-world experimental deployments are

reported to demonstrate achieved locomotion capabilities in
rough terrains, including dynamic and static adaptation to
locomotion on sloped surfaces. Finally, since our motivation
for the development of HAntR has been to improve not only
locomotion capabilities in rough and unstructured terrains but
also to increase locomotion speed and endurance, we report
on experimental comparison of the newly designed robot
with its predecessor PhantomX AX robot [39] with the same
servomotors Dynamixel AX-12A.

All the experiments have been performed with the same
hardware setup. In particular, the robot central controller
platform is the Odroid XU-4 with 2 GHz ARM Cortex A7
octa-core processor (Samsung Exynos5422) with 2 GB RAM
running Ubuntu 18.04 and ROS-melodic. In addition to
the position feedback of the servomotors, the attitude and
heading reference system (AHRS) Xsense MTi-30 unit, with
400Hz sampling rate, has been utilized as the input to the
locomotion controller. The OptiTrack motion capture system
has provided the robot 6-DoF pose reference in the slope
adaptation experiment with 30Hz localization rate, and the
robotic total station Leica TS-16 has been used for 3-DoF
pose reference during the locomotion tests on rough terrain
with 10Hz localization rate.

The HAntR performance in the experimental evaluation is
shown in the accompanying video from the real deployment2.

A. ANALYSIS OF THE LEG WORKSPACE
The leg workspace analysis is supposed to verify the en-
hanced motion capabilities of HAntR enabled by the fourth
DoF of the proposed morphology. The fourth DoF extends
the possible range of the leg, and for most of the reachable
positions, it also allows multiple configurations of the leg,
which can be observed in Fig. 4.

We have used the reverse projection of the sampled joint
angles θ to evaluate the shape of the leg workspace and to
verify the implementation of the inverse kinematics module.
First, joint angles are sampled according to Table 4 that ren-
der altogether 1 749 600 different workspace configurations
θ in the four dimensional mesh grid of the leg workspace.

TABLE 4. Leg workspace evaluation parameters

Link i
θmin
i θmax

i Δθi
[rad] [rad] [rad]

Coxa 1 −π/2 π/2 π/30

Trochanter 2 −3π/5 3π/5 π/30

Femur 3 −π/2 π π/30

Tibia 4 −3π/5 3π/5 π/30

The configurations are then projected using the forward
kinematics and checked for collisions. The Robust and Ac-
curate Polygon Interference Detection (RAPID) library [61]
has been used for collision checking between the individual
leg parts and the robot body. If the sampled configuration

2https://youtu.be/DFOFj2T4b5s.
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(a) 3-DoF kinematics. (b) 4-DoF kinematics.

(c) 3-DoF kinematics. (d) 4-DoF kinematics.

FIGURE 6. Visualization of the leg workspace. (a) Frontal plane cut of
configurations reachable using 3-DoF kinematics (θ1 = 0). (b) Frontal plane
cut of configurations reachable using 4-DoF kinematics (θ1 ∈ {0,π}). (c)
Transverse plane projection of leg workspace for 3-DoF kinematics. (d)
Transverse plane projection of leg workspace for 4-DoF kinematics.

does not render the leg colliding, the world position gp is
calculated together with the desired ideal orientation go using
the forward kinematics as the position of the coordinate
system center gO4 and the vector given by gO3 and gO4,
respectively. Finally, the solution of the IKT presented in
Section III-C is applied for the obtained gp and go to verify
that the sampled and calculated joint angles θ coincide. For
all the sampled configurations, the IKT provides the correct
result.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the leg workspace for 3-
DoF and 4-DoF kinematics. Note, the 3-DoF configurations
exclude coxa motion, hence θ1 = 0 for these configurations.
In particular, Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b show the frontal plane cut
of the leg workspace for 3-DoF and 4-DoF, respectively. It
can be seen that the fourth DoF extends the possible range of
motion and effectively allows the robot to flip over without
spoiling its locomotion capabilities.

Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d show the transverse plane projection
of all the reachable configurations given by the sampling
described in Table 4, where each configuration is rendered
as a point with 0.01 opacity in the figures. By comparing the
reachable 3-DoF configurations visualized in Fig. 6c and 4-
DoF configurations visualized in Fig. 6d, it can be seen a
significant improvement in the amount of possible reachable
non-colliding configurations.

B. FOOT-CONTACT SENSING EVALUATION
The feasibility of the utilized foot-contact detection
method [23] is verified in this test. The experiment has been
performed with the robot walking on the flat surface using
the tripod gait parameterized by the gait cycle execution
time tg = 1 s, with the leg l = 1 stepping on the 6 cm
height obstacle. At the same time, we recorded the desired
joint position θdes set by the locomotion controller and the
current real-world position of the robot joint θreal given as
the feedback of the robot servo motors during the leg swing
phase.

(a) Coxa (i = 1). (b) Trochanter (i = 2).

(c) Femur (i = 3). (d) Tibia (i = 4).

FIGURE 7. Joint error Δθi = �θi
des − θi

real� during the leg swing phase for
different velocity.

Representative examples of joint errors Δθi = θides − θireal
for individual joints of the first leg l = 1 with different swing
lengths complying to vx ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}[m s−1] are
shown in Fig. 7. The contact of the leg with the ground can
be seen in the plots of the femur angle response as the rapid
increase in the joint angle error. The rapid increase of the
joint angle error Δθ3 over the fixed threshold e3thld = 0.09 rad
results in the tactile event detection and subsequent stopping
of the leg motion. It can be observed from the plots, that there
are 20 joint position samples within the control period tcon
for the given gait cycle execution time tg = 1 s of the tripod
gait. Furthermore, a rather flat profile of the individual joint
error readings can be observed. It is caused by the lightweight
construction of the leg for which the leg foot-tip accurately
follows the given trajectory that simplifies the tactile sensing.
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FIGURE 8. HAntR (left), PhantomX AX (right), and small hexapod walking
robot with Dynamixel XL-320 servomotors (middle) on the rough terrain
testbed.

C. ADAPTIVE LOCOMOTION IN ROUGH TERRAINS
Enhanced rough terrain locomotion is the essential motiva-
tion behind the development of the new robot. Therefore, an
experimental benchmarking of the locomotion capabilities
and motion effectiveness has been carried out to test the
robot ability to overcome rough terrains and compare the
HAntR with the PhantomX AX platform controlled using the
original locomotion controller [23]. The experiment has been
carried out in the laboratory environment on flat ground and a
rough-terrain testbed. Both of the robots and the experimental
testbed are shown in Fig. 8. The testbed of size 2.3 m×1.0 m
is composed of squared 10 cm × 10 cm wooden cubes with
irregular height and slope, and with the maximum inter-block
height difference of 9 cm.

During the experiment, the robot has been guided over
the terrains in individual trials using different locomotion
gait (tripod, tetrapod, pentapod). For HAntR, the individual
locomotion gaits have been parameterized such that the gait
cycle execution time tg matches the ones of the PhantomX
AX locomotion controller [23]. In particular, tg = 1.2 s for
the tripod gait, tg = 1.8 s for the tetrapod gait, and tg = 3.6 s
for the pentapod gait.

The velocity and power consumption of the robot have
been measured for individual trials to evaluate the effective-
ness of the robot locomotion using the Cost of Transport
(CoT) metric [59] estimated using the formula:

CoT =
P

mg v
, (20)

where P is the mean power consumption, m is the
weight of the robot, v is the mean locomotion speed, and
g = 9.81m s−2 is the gravitational acceleration.

In our experiments the mean power consumption has been
calculated as the arithmetic mean of the instantaneous power
consumption as:

P � 1

npower

npower�

i=1

�
U inst
i I inst

i

�
, (21)

where U inst
i and I inst

i are the instantaneous voltage and current
drawn from the battery at the sample step i. The instanta-

neous voltage and current have been sampled with 500Hz
sampling rate. The locomotion speed has been estimated
from the localization data provided by the Leica TS-16
robotic total station with 10Hz rate using the formula:

v � 1

nloc

nloc�

i=1

Δsi
Δti

, (22)

where Δs is the distance difference between two consecutive
localization samples and Δt = 0.1 s is the time between the
consecutive samples.

Each of the experimental trials has been performed ten
times to evaluate the performance of the robot statistically.
Five-number summary for each experimental trial is visu-
alized in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b for flat and rough terrains,
respectively. The CoT results indicate the improved per-
formance of HAntR in comparison to the PhantomX AX
robot given the increased mass and six more actuators of
HAntR. However, the reported results on the CoT are for
the specific parametrization of the HAntR locomotion gait
that is given by both the gait cycle execution time tg and
the desired velocity command of the robot. Therefore, we
further experimentally tuned the gait cycle execution time tg
to achieve the maximum locomotion speed of HAntR about
0.428m s−1 with the measured precision ±0.022m s−1,
which corresponds to 87% of the default robot size. The
speed is achieved for the tripod gait and tg = 0.32 s that for
the prohibitively long control period Tcon = 25ms gives only
six sampling points for tactile sensing during the swing phase
of the leg. The achieved maximum speed is thus suitable
for flat terrain locomotion only; however, using servomotors
with faster communication or additional tactile sensing, it
might be suitable also for rough terrain, which is a subject
of the future work. Similarly, the maximum locomotion
speed of HAntR for rough terrains is about 0.161m s−1 with
the measured precision ±0.017m s−1, which corresponds to
33% of the default robot size.

A vital characteristic of the rough terrain locomotion is
the stability of the platform and smoothness of its motion.
Abrupt motions of the relatively heavy body of the robot
may lead to loss of balance due to the legs slippage. The
herein presented locomotion controller is specifically de-
signed to ensure smooth body motion. Fig. 10 shows the body
velocity profile comparison for HAntR and PhantomX AX
when walking over the terrain testbed using the tripod gait
with 0.05m s−1 forward velocity and matching gait cycle
execution time of tg = 2.0 s. The profile clearly shows the
abrupt nature of the PhantomX AX controller [23], whereas
the body motion of HAntR is smoother.

D. EVALUATION OF SLOPE ADAPTATION
The main expected benefit of the fourth DoF of the leg has
been experimentally evaluated on the static and dynamic
stability of the robot on an inclined surface. In the stabil-
ity test, the robot is supposed to hold static and dynamic
stability on an increasingly sloped desk with a high friction
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FIGURE 9. Five-number summary of the robot Cost of Transport (CoT) with
different gait parametrizations for (a) the flat terrain, (b) the rough terrain
mock-up.
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of the body velocity profile for HAntR driven by the
herein proposed controller and PhantomX AX driven by the locomotion
controller [23].

surface. The slope of the desk is monitored using the motion
capture system, while the desired θdes and real θreal robot
joint positions are collected for the evaluation. During the
static stability test the robot holds its footholds while in the
dynamic stability test the robot is treading at the place using
the tripod gait.

Two sets of the experiments have been performed, with
and without the inclination control, to assess the effect of
the fourth DoF and the performance of the proposed con-
troller. In the case the inclination controller is turned on, the
vector of gravitational acceleration gg is obtained by sam-
pling the body-attached AHRS. For the disabled inclination
controller, the gravitational vector is set to the fixed value
of gg = (0, 0,−1)T . The absolute foot-tip position error is
used as the performance indicator, because HAntR does not
feature force or torque sensors to measure the forces in
individual legs directly. In the steady-state, the servomotor
position error Δθi = θides − θireal is proportional to the
joint torque due to the servomotor P-type controller; hence,

the chosen performance indicator is valid in such a case.
The robot posture and the absolute foot-tip position error
dlerr = �pl

curr − pl
real� are depicted in Fig. 11.

(a) Robot posture, inclination con-
trol on.

(b) Robot posture, inclination con-
trol off.

(c) Static stability test, inclination
control on.

(d) Static stability test, inclination
control off.

(e) Dynamic stability test, inclina-
tion control on.

(f) Dynamic stability test, inclina-
tion control off.

FIGURE 11. Snapshots of the robot and foot-tip position errors in slope
adaptation experiment with the inclination control on (on the left) and off (on
the right).

Based on the experimental evaluation, HAntR is able to
walk on the surface with the slope up to 31°, and it remains
statically stable up to 43° with the inclination control turned
on. Without the inclination control, the stable walk has been
observed for up to 26°, and the robot remains stable up to
37°, which supports the benefit of the additional DoF and
employed locomotion control strategy. Although the inclina-
tion controller improves the absolute maximum ratings in the
slope only slightly, a significant improvement in the weight
distribution can be observed for the four DoF leg with the
inclination control.

E. ROBOT ENDURANCE EVALUATION
In this test, we experimentally benchmark the robot en-
durance and its capacity to carry additional payload. Two
critical factors are influencing the robot endurance, the bat-
tery life and overheating of the servomotors that may damage
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the actuators and make the robot inoperative. The endurance
benchmark has been thus performed in an air-conditioned
environment with a fixed temperature of 23 ◦C. The robot
has been equipped with a single fully charged 11.1V Li-Poly
battery of 2600mAh capacity with the weight of 198.5 g.
Before the trial run, the robot has been left standing in
the default position which makes the servomotors to reach
approximately 37 ◦C. After the warming up (or cool down
after the first trial), the robot has been manually guided to
wander around the building corridors using the tripod gait
with tg = 1 s and the limited speed vx = 0.18m s−1.

(a) Without additional payload. (b) Additional payload.

(c) Robot carrying 2460 g of additional payload.

FIGURE 12. Evolution of the mean temperature of the robot servomotors
during the endurance experiment and the robot carrying the additional
payload.

In three consecutive trials, the recorded robot endurance
was 63, 68, and 62 minutes of the continuous locomotion
with the traversed distance around 370m, 400m, and 420m,
respectively. A representative evolution of the servomotors
temperature during the third experiment is visualized in
Fig. 12a.

Next, we performed another three trials with an additional
payload of 3× of the battery pack with the weight of 820 g
that is 2460 g in the total and equals about 85% of the robot
nominal weight. The robot carrying the additional payload
is shown in Fig. 12c. During the initial experiments with
the additional payload, we experienced overheating of the
servomotors to the limit of 70 ◦C, for which the servomotor

automatically shutdowns. Therefore, the maximum speed
limit has been set to vx = 0.1 ms−1. After the speed
adjustment, the robot with additional payload has been able
to continuously walk for 53 minutes before the voltage on the
battery dropped under 10.8V. The temperature evolution for
the additional payload is depicted in Fig. 12b.

The results indicate that the temperatures of the servo-
motors tend to be stable that also hold for the operational
time, albeit the additional payload affects the maximum
locomotion speed. Here, it is worth commenting that all the
experiments have been done with the battery of the rela-
tively small capacity 2600mAh. Hence, it is expected that
with the intended battery of 6000mAh, which is only 1.35
times heavier than the utilized battery, which is about 70 g
more, the projected robot operation time is far beyond one
hour. Therefore, we can conclude the endurance evaluation
results as supportive to the motivation of increasing the robot
endurance despite additional servomotors in comparison to
PhantomX AX robot utilized in our previous work [23], [29].

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present HAntR, a novel six-legged walk-
ing robot with four degrees of freedom per leg. Based on
the review of the existing hexapod walking platforms of
similar size, we propose a new mechanical design of the
robot that can utilize electronic actuators to negotiate rough
terrains using only position feedback from the servomotors.
The developed locomotion control strategy exhibit improved
stability control when the AHRS unit is attached and thus
enables the robot to walk on sloped surfaces. The mechan-
ical design, together with the novel locomotion controller
allowed us to build a relatively lightweight robotic platform
that outperforms most of the similar six-legged platforms in
speed and endurance, while it remains compact. The design
choices of the developed HAntR are also built on five years
of experience with PhantomX AX robot. HAntR is intended
as the successor of the research platform not only in robotic
information gathering in unstructured terrains but also in
research on advanced locomotion control and object ma-
nipulation that are both enabled by the enhanced kinematic
capabilities of HAntR. Since most of the current limitations
of HAntR are caused by the utilized servomotors, which
are, however, relatively inexpensive, the motion capabilities
can be further improved using newer and more powerful
actuators, e.g., such as Dynamixel X-series servomotors.
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